Quickstart Guide:
Single Switches
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Connect Switch

Press* Activation Area

Plug a single switch into any switch-adapted device
with a standard, mono 3.5mm switch jack.

Once the activation area is pressed, any attached device
will activate.

Note: For computer access a computer switch interface
is required. (sold separately)

'String, Grasp, and Tip switches are activated with a pull,
squeeze, or tilt, respectively.

Other Features
Storage and Care
Disconnect switch before cleaning with a damp cloth
or alcohol.
Do not pull or wrap the cable around the switch.
Do not immerse in water or use solvents to clean.
Do not open or attempt to take apart the switch .
Do not expose switches to extreme heat or cold.
Mounting Options
AbleNet switches can be mounted in a variety of
different ways. For flat surfaces and simple mounting,
try Cling!TM products or Velcro®.
For complete mounting systems and connections
designed just for your switch, visit our on-line store
at www.ablenetinc.com. Locate your specific
product's page, and click on "Related Items".

Big Red and Jelly Bean switches:
A Snap Switch Cap (sold separately) may be used to
secure a picture or symbol on the Big Red and Jelly
Bean switches.
Big Red and Jelly Bean twist
switches include four twist-off
switch tops. Firmly, rotate
switch tops counter-clockwise
to remove, clockwise to attach.

Colored stickers
If your switch includes colored stickers, use them to
customize its appearance.
Switch covers
If your switch includes a cloth cover, wash it by hand,
using a gentle detergent when necessary.

Warranty
AbleNet manufactured products include a two-year limited warranty. This warranty is against defects in materials and
manufacturing for two-years from the date of purchase. Warranty in full text, alogn with return/repair information is available
at www.ablenetinc.com. For more information on AbleNet products and services, contact:
AbleNet, Inc.,
Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN
800-322-0956
www.ablenetinc.com
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